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a b s t r a c t

The recent proliferation of sustainable and eco-friendly renewable energy engineering is a hot topic of
worldwide significance with regard to combatting the global environmental crisis. To curb renewable
energy intermittency and integrate renewables into the grid with stable electricity generation, secondary
battery-based electrical energy storage (EES) technologies are regarded as the most promising solution,
due to their prominent capability to store and harvest green energy in a safe and cost-effective way. Due
to the wide availability and low cost of sodium resources, sodium-ion batteries (SIBs) are regarded as a
promising alternative for next-generation large-scale EES systems. This review discusses in detail the key
differences between lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and SIBs for different application requirements and
describes the current understanding of SIBs. By comparing technological evolutions among LIBs, lead-
acid batteries (LABs), and SIBs, the advantages of SIBs are unraveled. This review also offers highlights
on commercial achievements that have been realized based on current SIB technology, focusing on an
introduction of five major SIB companies, each with SIB chemistry and technology, as well as commercial-
ized SIB products. Last but not least, it discusses outlooks and key challenges for the commercialization of
next-generation SIBs.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Renewable energy penetration

Energy is the engine that sustains the economy and modern life.
Primary energy resources have different forms, such as fossil fuels
(i.e., coal, oil, and natural gas), nuclear energy, and renewable
energy (i.e., solar, wind, geothermal, and hydropower). These pri-
mary energy sources can be converted into electricity, a secondary
energy source, which flows though transmission infrastructures
and power lines into our homes and businesses.

Electricity dominates the market in energy use. Ongoing needs
for electricity supply are growing at a faster rate than overall
energy consumption. The total global electricity generation capac-
ity by source in 2018 was reported to be �25 000 TW�h. Currently,
approximately 64% of the total electricity generation is obtained
from fossil energy (coal 38%, natural gas 23%, and oil 3%), while

10% comes from nuclear energy and the remaining 26% comes from
renewable energy (Fig. 1). Coal burning is the dominant form of
power generation and is predicted to remain as the largest energy
source for power generation in the next several decades. However,
the extensive use of fossil fuels causes severe issues related to cli-
mate change, the energy crisis, and environmental pollution.
Nearly 25% of global greenhouse gas emissions are from fossil-
fuel-based electricity production, particularly coal burning. Every
kilowatt-hour of electricity capacity obtained from coal burning
can produce almost 1 kg of life-cycle carbon dioxide (CO2) emis-
sions; thus, coal burning is commonly considered to be the largest
contributor to global warming [1]. The amount of CO2 emissions
from coal burning is estimated to linearly increase during 2015–
2040. Therefore, users of fossil fuels for electricity production,
which has long been indispensable for power generation, are facing
multiple social, political, and environmental pressures to aim for
carbonless emission.

The global energy system is currently undergoing a major tran-
sition toward a more sustainable and eco-friendly energy layout.
Renewable energy is receiving a great deal of attention and
increasing market interest due to significant concerns regarding
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the overuse of fossil-fuel energy and climate change [2,3]. Solar
power and wind power are the richest and most easily available
renewable energy sources [4,5]. Receiving just 1 h of solar energy
from sun’s radiation on the earth would be enough to meet the
whole world’s electrical energy requirements for one year. Captur-
ing just a small portion of the world’s wind energy could also fulfill
the world’s demand for electricity. Aside from its advantages of
being environmentally friendly and decarbonizing, another merit
of renewable energy is its modular nature; this offers the possibil-
ity and feasibility of distributed power stations, which would be
beneficial in decreasing the economic cost and environmental haz-
ard of electricity distribution and transmission from centralized
power-plant locations. It is notable that solar photovoltaic (PV)
and wind technologies lead to a sharp reduction in electricity cost;
therefore, there has been strong growth in deploying renewables in
the past decade. In 2018, about 7% (450 TW�h) more electricity pro-
duction occurred from renewable energy resources than in 2017,
such that renewable sources now exceed a quarter of the world’s
total power generation. As shown in Fig. 2, renewable-energy-
based electricity generation continues to increase progressively.
The share of total renewable electricity generation is predicted to
increase by 31% by 2035.

1.2. Battery-based electrical energy storage (EES)

Cost reduction and the advantages of using renewable energy
for developing a low carbon economy provide huge opportunities
for energy storage and conversion. There is an urgent need for
the development and utilization of renewable energy for the elec-
tricity supply. However, the major obstruction for most renewable

energy sources lies in their intermittent properties [3]. A grid needs
a continuous and stable electricity supply for normal operation;
however, renewable energy sources are hindered by various envi-
ronmental limitations such as season, weather, and location, which
are commonly regarded as unfavorable factors for power grids.
Solar power generation can only occur when there is sunshine;
almost none can occur during the nighttime. Similarly, wind power
sometimes yields gigawatts and at other times produces just a few
megawatts; of course, when there is no wind, then no wind power
can be generated. As renewable energy sources begin to supply an
increasing percentage of power generation and supply to the grid,
integrating them into the current grid operations will become
difficult.

At present, the current global energy systems are facing a range
of challenges, including an increase of renewable energy penetra-
tion and the electric vehicle (EV) market, ongoing growth in the
demand for carbonless emissions, aging facilitates, and energy
safety. Smart grids offer ways to not only solve these challenges,
but also transition the energy industry into a new era of more reli-
able, available, and efficient systems that will contribute to both
environmental and economic health. Fig. 3 shows a roadmap for
the transition of the global electricity systems from the current
electricity operation model toward a smarter grid in future. In
short, a smart grid is an electricity network that enables a two-
way flow of electricity and data, with digital communications
and other advanced technologies making it possible to detect,
react, and ‘‘pro-act” (i.e., proactively respond based on predictions)
to changes in usage and multiple issues. The benefits of a smart
grid include enhanced efficiency and reliability of electricity trans-
mission and supply, reduced operational and managemental costs
for utilities and consumer terminals, increased integration of large-
scale renewable energy sources into the modern grid, support for
the deployment of large-scale EVs, improved energy safety, and
lower carbon emissions [6].

To achieve the purposes of smart grids, the development and
deployment of low-cost large-scale EES technologies are critically
important for realizing a cleaner and more sustainable energy
future [7,8]. Batteries stand out as an important clean energy tech-
nology due to their ability to produce electricity from chemical
energy and vice versa [9,10]. Battery-based EES systems are highly
valued as a way to meet various grid functions by providing a num-
ber of accessorial services, including ① frequency regluing and
load following; ② cold-starting; ③ acting as emergency reserves;
④ permitting an energy balance to be maintained between energy
peaks and off-peaks; and ⑤ offering more localized power to
resolve quality issues and providing reactive power support.

1.3. Lithium-ion batteries and the current market

Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are a state-of-the-art
EES system with various advantages, including high energy den-
sity, high volume density, and a long service lifetime [11]. In the
past three decades since their first commercialization in 1991, LIBs
have revolutionized people’s living styles [12]. The Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 2019 was awarded to John B. Goodenough, M. Stanley
Whittingham, and Akira Yoshino for their contributions to LIB
development. This lightweight, rechargeable, and powerful battery
has been extensively used in a wide range of applications in small-
scale consumer electronics, from the mobile phones to the laptops
that we use to communicate, study, work, entertain ourselves, and
search for knowledge. LIBs have also enabled the development of
the next generation of EVs, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEVs), as well as large-scale grid storage from renewable energy
sources such as solar and wind power, opening up the possibility of
a fossil-fuel-free society.

Fig. 1. Illustration of global electricity generation by energy source from 1990 to
2018. Credit: Courtesy of the International Energy Agency, with permission.

Fig. 2. Illustration of renewable electricity generation by source. Credit: Courtesy of
the International Energy Agency, with permission.
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With the wide spread of LIBs, especially after their entry into
the transportation-sector market, the manifold consumption of
lithium (Li) and lithium-based chemistries has resulted in a steep
rise in price and deep concerns over future geopolitical tension
due to poor lithium source reserves and nonuniform geographic
distribution [13,14]. The price of LIBs depends almost entirely on
the scarcity of lithium, which can be only found in compounds in
nature due to its high reactivity. Lithium constitutes about
0.0017 wt% of the Earth’s crust. According to the US Geological
Survey (USGS), the global lithium reserves in the years from 2017
to 2020 were estimated to be 14, 16, 14, and 17 million tonnes,
respectively. The average consumption of lithium carbonate
(Li2CO3), an important industrial chemical that is widely used in
the manufacturing of most LIB cathodes, is projected to grow
annually by 16.7% within the next six years. Without recycling,
the world’s lithium reserves can sustain economically viable
production runs for only 28 years. Furthermore, the current status
of lithium shortages will threaten the EV market supply, since the
most directly available resources are geographically concentrated.
As the country with the largest lithium reserves in 2019, Chile has
around 8.60 million tonnes of lithium reserves (Fig. 4(a)). The
second to fifth countries with the largest lithium reserves in
2019 were Australia (2.80 million tonnes), Argentina (1.70 million
tonnes), China (1.00 million tonnes), and the United States (0.63
million tonnes), respectively. The gradual expansion of the EV
market will put pressure on lithium supplies, driving an ongoing
increase in the cost of lithium worldwide.

The global LIB market is expected to increase sustainably in the
coming decade, from less than 30 billion USD in 2017 to over 90

billion USD by 2025 (Fig. 4(b)). Since the demand for PHEVs and
EVs powered by LIBs is continually increasing, the EV sector will
also push forward the growth of the LIB market. In 2019,
Asia-Pacific (APAC) dominated the global LIB markets, and China
is still in the world’s leading position of electronic device producer.
The top LIB producers in these regions were estimated in 2019 to
be Panasonic Sanyo (Japan), Sony (Japan), Contemporary Amperex
Technology Co., Ltd. (CATL, China), Samsung (Republic of Korea),
and LG Chem (Republic of Korea). The expanding LIB market gen-
erate tension regarding a potential shortage in lithium reserves
and further price increases. Given their resource depletion and ris-
ing costs, it appears that the world’s lithium reserves cannot simul-
taneously satisfy the ongoing and increasing demands of industrial
development in the applications of both transportation and the
grid [15]. With the aforementioned resource constraints and cost
concerns, there is a great need to achieve the challenging task of
finding an alternative, installation-flexible and -scalable, cost-
effective, energy-efficient, and environmentally friendly battery
system that can match the performance and commercial achieve-
ment of LIBs.

2. Sodium-ion batteries (SIB): a potential alternative to LIBs

2.1. The revival of room-temperature SIBs

Due to the abundant sodium (Na) reserves in the Earth’s crust
(Fig. 5(a)) and to the similar physicochemical properties of sodium
and lithium, sodium-based electrochemical energy storage holds

Fig. 3. Roadmap of the transition of current energy systems toward a smarter grid. Credit: Courtesy of the International Energy Agency, with permission.

Fig. 4. (a) Countries with the largest lithium reserves in 2019. Credit: US Geological Survey, with permission. (b) LIB market by region (billion USD). RoW: rest of the world.
Credit: Courtesy of the International Energy Agency, with permission.
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significant promise for large-scale energy storage and grid devel-
opment. For example, high-temperature zero emission battery
research activity (ZEBRA) cells based on Na/NiCl2 systems [16]
and high-temperature Na–S cells [17], which are successful com-
mercial cases of stationary and mobile applications [18], have
already demonstrated the potential of sodium-based rechargeable
batteries. However, their high operating temperature of around
300 �C causes security issues and decreases the round-trip effi-
ciency of SIBs [7]. Room-temperature (RT) SIBs are therefore
widely regarded as the most promising alternative technology to
LIBs [19–21].

Over the history of batteries in the past 200 years, research on
SIBs was fervently carried out side-by-side with LIB development
[22–24]. The electrochemical activity of TiS2 for lithium and its fea-
sibility for energy storage was first put forward in the 1970s. Fol-
lowing this discovery, the capability of Na+ ions to be inserted
into TiS2 was realized in the early 1980s. With the discovery of gra-
phite as a low-cost and moderate-capacity anode material for LIBs
and the failure to intercalate sodium ions, rapid LIB development
occurred in the 1990s, superseding the growth in sodium chem-
istry [19]. Then, in 2000, the availability for sodium storage in hard
carbon (HC), which would deliver an energy capacity similar to
that of Li+ in graphite, rejuvenated research interest in SIBs.

2.2. A comparison of sodium and lithium

The revival of SIBs—coupled with the ever-increasing pressure
from the lack of availability of lithium reserves and the corre-
sponding escalation in cost—provides a complementary strategy
to LIBs. SIBs have gained increasing research attention, combined
with fundamental achievements in materials science, in the drive
to satisfy the increasing penetration of renewable energy technolo-
gies [25,26]. The cell components and the electrochemical reaction
mechanisms of SIBs are basically identical to those of LIBs, except
for the charge carrier, which is Na+ in one and Li+ in the other. The
major reason for the rapid expansion in SIB materials chemistry is
ascribed to the parallels in physicochemical properties between
the two alkali metals.

First, the operating principles and cell construction of SIBs are
similar to those of commercial LIBs, albeit with Na+ serving as
the charge carrier [27–31]. As shown in Fig. 5(b), four main compo-
nents exists in a typical SIB: a cathode material (usually a Na-
containing compound); an anode material (not necessarily con-
taining Na); an electrolyte (in a liquid or solid state); and a separa-
tor. During the charge process, sodium ions are extracted from the
cathodes, which are typically layered metal oxides and polyanionic
compounds, and are then inserted into the anodes [32–34], while

Fig. 5. (a) Abundance of elements in the Earth’s crust; (b) schematic illustration of an SIB; (c) comparison of the physicochemical properties of Li+ and Na+ for secondary
batteries. SHE: standard hydrogen electrode; PC: propylene carbonate.
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the current travels via an external circuit in the opposite direction.
When discharging, Na+ leaves the anodes and returns into the cath-
odes in a process referred to as ‘‘the rocking-chair principle.” These
similarities have enabled the preliminary understanding of and
rapid growth in SIB technology.

Furthermore, material synthesis methods and routes can easily
be borrowed from lithium compounds and adapted for sodium
compounds. Thus, the existing infrastructures used for manufac-
turing LIBs, such as pouches and prismatic and cylindrical cells,
can be directly employed with minor modifications to make SIBs.
This similarity is promoting the foundation of SIB companies, such
as Faradion (UK) and HiNa Battery (China), leading to rapid growth
in the commercialization of SIBs.

In terms of the inherent nature of the two elements, there are
something in common between sodium and lithium. A detailed
comparison of the physicochemical characteristics of sodium and
lithium indicates why Na+ was once thought to be equally impor-
tant as Li+ for energy storage. Both lithium and sodium are located
in Group 1 of the periodic table, and are thus referred to as alkali
metal elements. Both possess one outermost electron belonging
to the s orbit, which results in high reactivity [27–31]. Fig. 5(c) dis-
plays some of the physicochemical parameters that are of great
importance in SIB development for energy storage.

Na+ has a larger ionic radius (1.02 vs 0.67 Å, 1 Å = 10�10 m) and
heavier atom weight (23 vs 6.94 g�mol�1) than Li+ [35], indicating
that the electrochemical equivalent in SIBs is more than three
times heavier than that in LIBs. It can be expected that this increase
will result in Na+ exhibiting worse transport kinetics, lower phase
stability with interphase formation, low solubility in solids, unfa-
vorable gravimetric and volumetric energy density, and low Made-
lung energies, resulting in lower operation voltage [36].

Moreover, one of the important parameters in a comparison of
lithium and sodium comparison is their redox potential. Sodium
has a higher standard electrode potential than lithium (�2.71 vs
�3.02 V), thus setting a thermodynamic minimum limit for anode
materials in most instances, which results in SIBs having a lower
energy density than LIBs. However, the mass of the charge carrier
represents a small percentage of the overall weight of the active
component; thus, the difference in the theoretical specific capacity
of the electrode materials becomes smaller. Assuming that the
LiCoO2 and NaCoO2 cathodes have the same crystallographic struc-
ture for one electron transition reaction based on the Co3+/Co4+

redox, the reduction of the calculated theoretical capacity (274
and 235 mA�h�g�1) is small. A compensation for this capacity sac-
rifice can potentially be made through innovation in structural
modification of the material. Furthermore, the larger mole volume
of sodium (39.3 Å per Na atom vs 21.3 Å per Li atom) leads to a
much lower volumetric energy of sodium metal than of lithium
metal. Similarly, the volumetric capacity between LiCoO2 and
NaCoO2 cathodes is quite close due to the small difference in mole
volume for LiCoO2 and NaCoO2 [19]. The power/energy loss in SIBs
could potentially be resolved if the final realization of SIB technol-
ogy depends on Na+ in the future, rather than on sodium metal;
therefore, SIBs have been regarded as one of the best potential
alternative strategies for LIBs.

Furthermore, the larger ionic radius of Na+ brings its own
advantages: increased flexibility of electrochemical positivity and
decreased de-solvation energy in polar solvents. The greater gap
in the ionic radius between Li+ and the transition metal ions
(Mx+) usually leads to failure of the flexibility of material design.
In contrast, a sodium-based system enables more flexible solid
structures than a lithium-based system, and possesses enormous
ionic conductivity. A typical example is b-Al2O3, for which Na+

intercalationhas the perfect size and high conductivity. More lay-
ered transition metal oxides with different Mx+ stacking manners
can be easily realized in a sodium-based system. Similarly, the

wide variety of crystal structures that are known for sodium ionic
conductor (NaSICON) family is much more complicated than that
of the lithium analogs. More importantly, a much higher ionic con-
ductivity can be allowed in NaSICON compounds, which by far
exceeds the ionic conductivity in lithium ionic conductor (LiSICON)
compounds.

On the other hand, systematic investigations with different
aprotic polar solvents have demonstrated that the larger ionic
radius of Na+ causes a weaker desolvation energy [37]. The smaller
Li+ has a higher surface charge density around the core than Na+

when both possess the same valence. Li+ is therefore thermody-
namically stabilized by sharing more electrons with the polar sol-
vent molecules. That is, Li+ can be classified as a type of Lewis acid.
As a result, a relatively high desolvation energy is needed for the
highly polarized Li+, leading to a relatively large transfer resistance
being induced by the transport of Li+ from the liquid state (elec-
trolyte) to the solid state (electrode). Since the desolvation energy
is closely related to the transfer kinetics occurring at the liquid/-
solid interface [38,39], the relatively low desolvation energy is a
significant advantage for designing high-power SIBs.

2.3. Advantages of sodium-ion batteries

As a cost-effective replacement to LIBs, RT SIBs exhibit several
merits compared with the current battery-based technologies.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of three established rechargeable bat-
tery technologies in the current market: SIBs, LIBs, and lead-acid
batteries (LABs).

2.3.1. Cost-saving
The Earth’s crust contains 2.27% sodium, making it the seventh

most abundant element on Earth and the fifth most abundant
metal. Furthermore, the oceanic abundance of sodium is estimated
to be 1.08� 104 mg�L�1 [40], presenting a seemingly unlimited glo-
bal distribution. Sodium can be extracted from seawater, which
indicates that Earth’s sodium reserves are effectively infinite.
Moreover, many natural sodium-containing minerals have been
discovered, along with the corresponding crystal information
recorded. The reserves of sodium compounds are vast, and are rel-
atively cheaper than those of lithium-containing chemicals. Take
carbonate materials as an example: The cost of trona, the precursor
for the production of sodium carbonate, is about 135–165 USD per
tonne, in comparison with lithium carbonate at about 5000 USD
per tonne in 2010. Thus, the cost of SIBs can be expected to be
low if the materials for the electrode and electrolyte do not include
rare earth elements.

In addition, aluminum (Al) foil can be used as the current collec-
tor for both the cathodes and anodes of SIBs. In LIBs, the collector

Fig. 6. A comparison of three established rechargeable battery technologies in the
current market.
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for the anode side must be made from copper foil, which is more
expensive and much heavier than aluminum foil; this is because
aluminum reacts with lithium via alloying at a low potential, but
does not react with sodium. Battery-grade aluminum foil costs
about 70 USD per meter, which is much cheaper than copper foil,
at 210 USD per meter for battery grade; therefore, its use greatly
decreases the overall cost of SIBs.

As mentioned above, since SIBs use the same producing proto-
cols and manufacturing methodologies as LIBs due to the similarly
operating ‘‘rocking-chair principle,” SIBs are a promising replace-
ment for LIBs—not only for commercial applications, but also in
terms of their producing/manufacturing processes. As a result, no
additional capital cost is needed for the technology transition from
LIBs to SIBs. However, a battery cost analysis must address com-
prehensive considerations, as battery cost is not a simple issue of
material costs alone. Auxiliary features such as electrode design,
cell structure, cell depreciation, and manufacturing and processing
costs are also important factors. A cost-energy analysis was per-
formed by Berg et al. [41] to compare the costs of LIBs and SIBs.
Despite the cheap material costs of SIBs, an HC||NVPF sodium-ion
full cell was calculated as having a total cost greater than that of
a graphite||lithium iron phosphate (LFP) lithium-ion full cell, at
320 USD�(kW�h)�1 versus 280 USD�(kW�h)�1. Peters and coworkers
[42] applied the Battery Performance and Cost (BatPac) model to
determine the final battery price for three different battery che-
mistries of the 18 650 battery type. The LFP battery showed the
highest cell price (230 EUR�(kW�h)�1), which was followed by Fara-
dion’s HC||sodium nickel manganese magnesium titanate oxide
(NMMT) SIB cell (223 EUR�(kW�h)�1); the lithium nickel man-
ganese cobalt oxide (NMC)-based LIB, at 168 EUR�(kW�h)�1, was
the cheapest. Both results reveal that the energy density of the
active materials is a significant cost factor determining the total
price per kilowatt-hour of storage capacity. In this regard, identify-
ing active materials with a high energy density would be highly
beneficial for further developing cost-effective SIBs.

2.3.2. Energy density
The energy density of SIBs can be 1–5 times higher than that of

LABs, depending on the material chemistry and technology used
for the SIBs. However, it has commonly been assumed that SIBs
would never exceed or reach the same level of energy density as
their LIB analogs. This understanding was misled, as it was based
on simply taking into account the heavier atomic mass of sodium
to lithium and the higher standard electrode potential for Na+/Na
redox in comparison with the Li+/Li couple. Such a theory is
rational only for metal batteries in which lithium metal or sodium
metal serves as the anode material. In rechargeable ion batteries,
an anode can be made of any substance with electrochemical activ-
ity other than the alkali metal itself. It is important to realize that
the energy density of rechargeable ion batteries is determined by
the capacity of each individual anode and cathode material, along
with the output voltage of the whole metal-ion battery [43,44].
Strictly speaking, the output voltage of a full cell is simply dictated
by the Gibbs energy change of the cell reaction. The intercalation
potential of lithium and sodium is highly dependent on the host
structure. In general, the higher the operating potential interval
of the individual anode and cathode is, the higher the working volt-
age of a cell will be. According to these facts, there is no reason to
believe that SIBs will be inferior to LIBs with respect to energy
density.

In principle, high-energy–density SIBs are not out of reach.
Recent developments have already resulted in several potential
electrode materials exhibiting similar or even better electrochem-
ical performance in comparison with those of LIBs [45,46]. The
working voltage is usually found to be lower in an SIB system
because the cathode materials involve a lower redox couple in

most cases. This is because the insertion of Na+ into a host struc-
ture is energetically less favorable than Li+ intercalation. Encourag-
ingly, several high-voltage NaSICON-type cathodes with a redox
activity of over 4.0 V have been reported, indicating the possibility
of realizing high-working-voltage SIBs [47,48]. Although the chal-
lenge remains, this advantage may be gained in future by relying
on the exploitation of new electrode materials with high perfor-
mance for SIBs. It should be noted that the usage of light aluminum
foil as the current collector helps to further enhance the energy
density of SIBs.

2.3.3. Safety
It is well known that some lead compounds are strongly toxic

and harmful for human health. Although LABs themselves have
been demonstrated to be safe during operation, their corrosive
acid-based electrolytes cause environmental concern to some
extent. Furthermore, while lead-acid battery recycling is a well-
established program around the world, lead release caused by
improper disposal and by the lead mining and manufacturing
industry is unavoidable.

LIBs are quite stable if treated properly, but are susceptible to a
thermal runaway (TR) under specific circumstances, including
physical damage, electrical abuse such as overcharging or short cir-
cuits, and exposure to elevated temperature. LIBs’ TR incidents are
closely associated with their high-energy–density characteristics
coupled with the use of a flammable organic electrolyte. Since
many of the same solvents in the electrolyte used in LIBs can also
be used in SIBs, the higher compatibility between HC and the
propylene carbonate (PC) solvent is one of the direct advantages
of SIBs over LIBs. Therefore, electrolytes with a higher PC content
can be designed for SIBs by avoiding the use of the highly flam-
mable diethyl carbonate (DEC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) that
are preferred for LIBs, which will help to significantly enhance the
safety of SIBs.

Aside from the consideration of electrolytes, the zero energy
storage and transportation realized in SIB systems are another
direct advantage in terms of safety issues. To minimize the possi-
bility of copper foil dissolution when the voltage drops too low,
LIBs are required to be transported under a particular state of
charge (SOC)—typically about 30% [49]. This requirement not only
imposes a high level of restriction and significant safety risks, but
also results in additional costs during transportation. SIBs that
use aluminum foil as the current collector do not suffer from these
issues. In fact, SIBs can be stored and transported under a fully dis-
charged state of 0 V; that is, zero energy storage and transportation
is possible for SIBs. Studies have demonstrated that keeping SIBs at
0 V for prolonged periods of time hardly affects their energy capac-
ity and cell performance. Zero energy storage and transportation
can be regarded as the ultimate safety condition and is a major
advantage of SIBs in comparison with the well-established LIBs.

3. Global commercialization and strategy

SIBs have been touted as an alternative energy storage technol-
ogy to LABs and LIBs in various application fields due to their low
material cost, promising electrochemical performance, and high
level of safety. However, daunting challenges remain that need to
be addressed for SIBs to reach market-readiness. The performance
of SIBs mainly depends on the designed battery chemistry; there-
fore, many different SIB prototypes for different purposes can be
assembled. In particular, the development of high-performance
electrode materials with high energy density and stable cycling is
of great importance. Cathode materials play a decisive role in con-
trolling the overall cost and energy density of a cell. SIB cathode
materials that have prospects for industrialization can be
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categorized into three types: layered metal oxides [50,51],
polyanion-type materials [52–57], and Prussian Blue analogs
[58]. These cathode materials stand out among the various
available SIB material chemistries, due to their high gravimetric
and volumetric energy density, and have already been used in
commercial battery products with various application fields in
the current SIB market. Anodes are electrode materials with low
electrochemical potential in a cell. Considering the total energy
density of SIBs, it is desirable to develop an anode material with
a theoretically low potential and high specific capacity [59–61].

3.1. Faradion, Ltd.

Faradion, the first non-aqueous-SIB company in the world, was
founded in 2011 in the UK by Jerry Barker, Chris Wright, and
Ashwin Kumaraswamy, in order to identify and exploit the potential
of rechargeable SIBs. Since its founding, Faradion has focused on
developing non-aqueous sodium-ion technology and bringing it
to the market. With its headquarter established in Sheffield, UK,
Faradion has gathered a powerful technical team of experts in
the field of industrial batteries with an impressive array of skills
and experience. Faradion has developed a wide-reaching intellec-
tual property (IP) portfolio comprising 21 patent families (includ-
ing eight that have been granted) and focusing on three key
areas of SIB technology: cell materials, cell infrastructure, and
safety and transportation. With more patents in this area than
competing SIB companies, Faradion has cemented its position as
the world’s market leader of non-aqueous SIBs.

Faradion runs and commercializes non-aqueous SIBs based on a
layered nickelate oxides cathode with a HC anode and a non-
aqueous liquid electrolyte. Strenuous efforts had been made to
screen active material combinations through extensive testing that
enables the active materials to provide the optimal overall electro-
chemical performance in terms of specific capacity, cycling stabil-
ity, rate capability, and safety.

At first, Faradion’s investigation into cathode materials focused
on polyanion-type materials, which exhibit a robust host frame-
work with high voltage and high structural stability [62,63].
Faradion filed its first two patents in September 2011 and February
2012 on condensed mixed phosphates [64] and sulfate [65]
polyanion materials, respectively. Despite the high discharge volt-
age and good cycling performance shown by polyanionic cathode
materials, the low reversible capacities (< 100 mA�h�g�1) delivered
in the SIB full cell could not fulfill the demands of high-power
applications. Faradion therefore quickly shifted its research atten-
tion to layered-oxide cathode materials with high theoretical
specific capacities. Since 2012, Faradion has been delving into var-
ious types of sodium-containing layered oxides with rich and com-
plex structures. The first-generation Faradion battery product
scaled up to the multi-kilogram level had a stoichiometry of
Na0.950Ni0.317Mn0.317Mg0.158Ti0.208O2 and exhibited a typical O3
phase. Based on the reversible Ni2+ M Ni4+ redox couple with irre-
versible O2– oxidation, Faradion’s first-generation cathode material
delivered a capacity of 157 mA�h�g�1 cycled at a ± C/10 rate under
the voltage window of 1.0–4.3 V, showing high energy and good
cyclability. This material was used for Faradion’s first-generation
battery pack demonstrations, including an e-bike and an e-
scooter [49]. Subsequently, Faradion shifted its focus to the
second-generation cathode material, using a mixed O3–P2 phase
with different O3/P2 ratios. The stoichiometry of the P2 phase
was Na0.677Ni0.300Mn0.600Mg0.033Ti0.067O2. In the half-cells, close-
theoretical capacities of 156, 147, and 121 mA�h�g�1 were achieved
at C/5 in different voltage windows of 4.35–2.00, 4.25–2.00, and
4.40–2.00 V, respectively (Fig. 7(a)). After being paired with an
HC anode, a sodium-ion full cell demonstrated stable cycling in
excess of 3000 cycles with a 20% capacity loss rate at

4.00–1.00 V. Faradion’s SIB design not only provides a high energy
density, but also displays excellent rate capability under relatively
high rates. In a mixed O3–P2 phase cathode||HC 0.1 A�h pouch cell,
high capacity retentions of 91% and 84% were realized at 4C and
10C, respectively. Remarkably, Faradion’s SIBs also demonstrate a
fast charging capability for crucial end-user applications including
EVs and portable electronic devices. They exhibit a safe charge
acceptance as high as 4C (15 min for total charge) with no capacity
drop at C/5 during the first charge/discharge stage (Fig. 7(b)).

For anode materials, Faradion has carried out fundamental
studies on HC materials based on an overall consideration of the
significance of performance and commercialization. In terms of
industrial application, advantages such as cost, scalability, tap den-
sity, surface area, and attainable purity are as important as a high
energy density when employing HC for SIB commercialization
[66,67]. Faradion’s proprietary HC anode material demonstrates a
specific capacity that exceeds 330 mA�h�g�1 at C/20 with a high ini-
tial Columbic efficiency of over 91% when applying a carbonate-
ester solvent electrolyte (Fig. 7(c)) [68]. Moreover, Faradion has
explored a NaPF6 salt in ethylene carbonate (EC):DEC:PC = 1:2:1
wt/wt/wt mixed solvents with a certain additive as its first-
generation sodium-ion electrolyte to boost the overall perfor-
mance of the Faradion battery systems [69].

Based on the aforementioned advanced design philosophies,
Faradion’s SIBs can deliver an energy density as high as 140–160
kW�h�kg�1 in a 32 A�h pouch cell at 4.2–1.0 V, with a good cycling
lifetime of 1000 or 3000 cycles over 4.0–1.0 V. Such a sodium-ion
energy performance can be projected to be at an intermediate level
between commercial LIBs based on LiFePO4 and those based on
LiCoO2 cathode materials. Faradion’s SIBs can be an excellent alter-
native to LABs as low-cost batteries for electric transport, such as
e-scooters, e-rickshaws, and e-bikes. Fig. 7(d) illustrates a 3 A�h
Faradion pouch cell and its culmination in a 400 W�h battery pack
with the specific energy density of �80 W�h�kg�1. Thanks to their
enhanced energy density in comparison with LABs and their
improved cyclability in comparison with LIBs in a wider tempera-
ture range, Faradion’ SIBs exhibit potential for use as a 12 V battery
for starter-lighting-ignition or as a mild hybrid EV 48 V battery.

3.2. HiNa battery technology Co., Ltd.

HiNa Battery Technology Co., Ltd., China’s leading supplier of
high-power, long-cycle-life, low-cost, and safe SIB products, is
located in Liyang, Jiangsu Province. As a spin-off from the Institute
of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, in 2017, HiNa Battery
became the first high-tech company to focus on the research,
development, and commercialization of SIBs in China. Led by
Liquan Chen and Yong-sheng Hu, the company possesses a core
technical team that is mastering the state-of-the-art SIBs
technology.

Since 2011, the researchers in Hu’s group have been committed
to the exploration and development of SIB technology based on
their more than 30 years of research and accumulated experience
in LIBs. At the time it was founded, HiNa Battery had a clear idea
of seeking to investigate and develop a new-generation energy
storage system based on low-cost, high-performance, environmen-
tally friendly, and safe SIBs. Now, HiNa is working with IP and
manufacturing patents to bring more exciting battery products to
market. It has applied for more than 30 core SIB patents on new
electrode materials, key components, manufacturing, and applica-
tions. Among them, 12 have already been authorized, including
one US patent and one Japanese patent.

HiNa’s SIB products are based on a unique copper (Cu)-based
oxides chemistry and anthracite-derived soft carbon as the cathode
and anode materials, respectively. In 2014, the research team
at HiNa first discovered the electrochemical activity of the
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Cu3+/Cu2+ redox couple in a P2-phase Na0.68Cu0.34Mn0.66O2 material
[70]. This was not only an innovative and fundamental study, but
also a significant breakthrough in using element copper to build
novel layered-oxide cathode materials that are low in cost and
environmentally friendly. Similar to nickel (Ni) and cobalt (Co),
which are widely used for LIB cathode materials, the introduction
of copper enhances the electronic conductivity and the overall
Na+-storage performance. It is worth noting that the price of CuO
is only half of that of NiO. On the basis of the Cu3+/Cu2+ redox reac-
tion, the P2-Na0.68Cu0.34Mn0.66O2 material delivers �70 mA�h�g�1

at a current density of C/10 (referring to 0.34 Na extraction per for-
mula unit in 10 h) within 2.50–4.20 V and displays a high average
voltage plateau of�3.7 V versus Na+/Na. With the aim of increasing
the specific capacity of SIB cathodes, HiNa selected the low-cost
element iron (Fe) to be introduced into the oxides’ lattice. Under
the same voltage window, the P2-Na7/9Cu2/9Fe1/9Mn2/3O2 material
reaches a capacity of �90 mA�h�g�1 at 10 mA�g�1 [71]. Remarkably,
it shows excellent air/water stability, as its crystal structure is well
maintained after being soaked in water. Through precise control of
the atomic ratio of Cu, Fe, and manganese (Mn), O3-type
Na0.9Cu0.22Fe0.3Mn0.48O2 with an improved reversible capacity
(�100 mA�h�g�1 at 10 mA�g�1 at 2.50–4.05 V) was designed and
successfully synthesized in 2015 [72]. To maximize the specific
capacity and minimize cost, HiNa sought to take advantage of a
combination of Cu–Fe–Mn-based oxides with Li, which enabled a

specific capacity as high as �130 mA�h�g�1 at 10 mA�g�1 at 2.50–
4.00 V. The charge/discharge profiles for the abovementioned cath-
ode materials are displayed in Fig. 8(a) [73].

HiNa has carried out other investigations into the use of amor-
phous carbon materials as the anodes for SIBs on the basis of a
deep understanding of the Na+-storage mechanism. Representative
data from sodium-ion half-cells featuring HiNa’s proprietary soft
carbon materials are shown in Fig. 8(b). In 2016, HiNa reported a
pyrolyzed anthracite (PA) anode material with superior low cost
and a high degree of safety. The PA anodes demonstrate a high
Na+-storage capacity of 222 mA�h�g�1 at 0–2.0 V in half-cells. After
the PA anode is assembled with Na0.90Cu0.22Fe0.30Mn0.48O2 in a pro-
totype pouch cell, an energy density of �100 W�h�kg�1 and a good
cycling stability can be realized. The anode’s easy synthesis
method, low cost, and high carbon yield of over 90% are very
promising for practical applications [74]. Furthermore, HiNa has
proposed a pitch (carbon yield of 67%) precursor for the large-
scale production of SIB anode materials. After undergoing an easy
pre-oxidation treatment in air, the pitch-derived soft carbon deliv-
ers 300.6 mA�h�g�1 with a high first-cycle Coulombic efficiency of
88.6% [75]. HiNa is taking the lead in integrating next-generation
proprietary carbonaceous material derived from formaldehyde
resin (PF) with ethanol as the pore-making agent. The obtained
optimal carbon anodes deliver a Na+-storage capacity of
�410 mA�h�g�1, which exceeds that of graphite for Li+ storage in

Fig. 7. Demonstration of Faradion’s SIBs: (a) charge/discharge profiles of Faradion’s second-generation cathode material cycled in half-cells at C/5 within different voltage
windows; (b) the fast-charge performance of Faradion’s second-generation cathode material||HC 0.1 A�h full cell, charging at 4C (15min total charge) with no obvious capacity
drop; (c) the higher initial Columbic efficiency (� 90%) of the HC anode in a 0.1 A�h full cell when paired with the second-generation cathode material; (d) a Faradion 3.0 A�h
Na-ion pouch cell with the 400 W�h battery pack system. Vav: average voltage; g1: initial Coulombic efficiency. (a–c) Reproduced from Ref. [69] with permission. (d) Credit:
Faradion Ltd., with permission.
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LIBs. Coupled with NaNi1/3Fe1/3Mn1/3O2, a prototype pouch cell
exhibits an energy density of �300 W�h�kg�1 with an initial
Coulombic efficiency of 83% [76].

Based on the aforementioned electrode materials, HiNa has
developed NaCP08/80/138 and other specifications of soft-pack
SIBs, as well as cylindrical NaCR26650 and NaCR32138 SIBs, which
demonstrate an internationally advanced sodium-storage perfor-
mance level. The obtained technical progress in HiNa’s SIBs is as
follows: ① a working voltage of 3.2 V; ② a working temperature
from �40 �C to 80 �C, with a capacity retention > 99% at 55 �C
and > 88% at �20 �C; ③ a cyclelife � 4500 cycles at 83% (2C/2C);
④ a gravimetric specific energy density � 145 W�h�kg�1; ⑤ a rate
capability of 90% capacity retention at 5C-rate to 1C-rate;⑥ a stor-
age of 100% SOC at RT for 28 d, with a capacity retention � 94% and
capacity recovery � 99%; and ⑦ in regard to safety, meets the
national standard GB/T31845-2015.

HiNa provides advanced battery technologies that can integrate
into a wide variety of critical power and industrial applications
ranging from electric transport, household energy storage, and
industrial energy storage. In 2018, HiNa demonstrated a low-
speed EV powered by SIBs; in 2019, HiNa successfully installed
the world’s first 30 kW/100 kW�h SIB energy storage system
(Fig. 8(c)) [77].

3.3. Aquion Energy, Inc.

Aquion Energy, Inc., which is located in Pittsburgh, PA, USA, was
founded in 2008. The company develops aqueous SIBs (salt-water
batteries) as an alternative to LIBs and other energy storage sys-
tems for grid storage. Aquion Energy’s batteries use a Mn-based
oxide cathode and a titanium (Ti)-based phosphate anode with
aqueous electrolyte (< 5 mol�L�1 Na2SO4) and a synthetic cotton
separator. The aqueous electrolyte is easier to work with than
non-aqueous electrolytes, simplifies the manufacturing process,
and greatly decreases the material cost. In 2011, the company
achieved 1.5 kW�h in an individual battery stack and 180 kW�h
in a shipping-container-sized unit. In 2014, Aquion Energy
launched second-generation aqueous hybrid ion (AHI) batteries
with a 40% increase in energy density, reaching 2.4 kW�h in a single
stack and 25.5 kW�h hold in a multi-stack model.

Aquion’s proprietary AHI batteries with an environmentally
friendly electrochemical design were the first SIBs to be Cradle-
to-Cradle Certified as qualifying under the methodology’s compre-
hensive criteria. Compared with the flammable organic solvent
used in LIBs and the caustic sulfuric acid used in LABs, Aquion’s
Aspen batteries are claimed to be non-flammable and non-
explosive and to be made from abundant and nontoxic materials,
resulting in the cleanest and safest batteries on the market, while
meeting the strict performance requirements of residential,

commercial, or industrial energy storage applications. Aspen
batteries, which are nominal 2.2 kW�h systems at 48 V, can be
connected in series or parallel for various configuration designs.
Fig. 9 provides a clear illustration of different Aspen battery stacks
with a flexible structural design.

In order to promote the aqueous SIB development in the field,
Aquion Energy is driven to improve its SIB chemistry and battery
quality. The corporation’s continued efforts include improvements
in energy/power density, cycling lifetime, and a corresponding
capacity decay rate for the Aquion SIB products. A new battery
chemistry that is environmentally sustainable, safe, and cost-
effective will soon be perfected, making Aquion Energy batteries
a promising choice for energy storage applications.

3.4. Novasis Energies, Inc

Novasis Energies, Inc., grew from a start-up that was founded by
academic scientists in John B. Goodenough’s group in 2010 and
was then further developed by former researchers from Sharp
Laboratories of America with funding support from the Advanced
Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) during 2012–2016.
Novasis Energies specializes in the design, development, and man-
ufacturing of innovative SIB solutions for mobile and stationary
energy storage applications. Novasis’ SIB chemistry comprises pro-
prietary technology based on Prussian Blue analog (PBA) cathodes,
HC anodes, and a non-aqueous sodium-ion electrolyte. PBA, a clas-
sic intercalation host material for Na+, has been demonstrated to be
a nontoxic pigment for widespread application. The general chem-
ical composition is represented as AMFe(CN)6, where A represents
an alkali metal ion and M represents a transition metal cation
[78,79]. Novasis’s commercialized PBA cathode material,

Fig. 8. HiNa’s SIB chemistry and technology: Typical initial charge/discharge profiles of (a) Cu-based oxides cathode materials and (b) amorphous carbon anode materials.
Reproduction from Ref. [73] with permission. (c) HiNa’s 30 kW/100 kW�h SIB energy storage system. Reproduction from Ref. [77] with permission.

Fig. 9. Aquion Energy’s battery supply for energy storage. Credit: Aquion Energy,
Inc., with permission.
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NaxMnFe(CN)6, enables a high capacity of around 160 mA�h�g�1,
which is close to its theoretical capacity value, and an �83%
capacity retention of 10C-rate to 0.1C-rate. Benefitting from the
relatively low sodiation potential of HC anodes and the single flat
sodiation plateau at around 3.5 V of PBA-based cathodes, Novasis
SIB full cells display an average output voltage of 3.2 V. In terms
of a full-cell evaluation in a pouch cell format, normal energy in
the range of 100–130W�h�kg�1 or 150–210W�h�L�1 can be realized
according to the cell’s size and capacity. Moreover, the synthetic
method for PBA active materials is fairly straightforward and is
easy to scale up for production. The fabrication of the PBA materi-
als can be easily realized through a co-precipitation reaction pro-
cess in which the Mn2+ ions react with ferrocyanide ions to form
rhombohedral NaxMnFe(CN)6 crystals. The whole process is carried
out under aqueous solution at a relatively low temperature, and a
high-temperature calcination step is not required. Furthermore, all
the raw chemicals involved in the process are readily available, and
rare elements and hazardous substances are not necessary. Overall,
the PBA materials offer promising scale-up synthesis and the fabri-
cation of active materials, which enable great reduction in both
energy consumption and manufacturing cost relative to the
production of other LIB and SIB cathode materials.

3.5. Natron energy

Natron Energy, a battery company based in Santa Clara, CA, USA
is developing SIB technology for various energy storage applica-
tions, including critical backup power systems, transportation,
material handling, renewable smoothing, microgrids, and regula-
tory services. Natron Energy (formerly Alveo Energy) was founded
as a spin-off of Stanford University in 2012. Natron develops and
provides disruptive new battery products based on PBA electrode
SIB chemistry and targeting utility applications with higher power
density, lower cost, faster recharge, longer cycle life and greater
safety. Natron’s PBA electrodes charge and discharge through a
single-phase reaction mechanism within the stable electrochemi-
cal window of the sodium-ion electrolyte, which effectively elimi-
nates irreversible phase transformation via conversion reactions
and suppresses the electrolyte decomposition that limits the life-
time of LIBs and LABs, indicating improved battery safety. Recently,
Natron Energy achieved an Underwriters Laboratories (UL) listing
for its BlueTray 4000, demonstrating its safety for stationary appli-
cations. In addition, Natron’s PBA-based SIBs realize a quick charge
of power; they are capable of discharging in 2 min or less and
charging in 8 min. Remarkably, Natron’s batteries provide a service
life of 5 years or more and perform 35 000 cycles without capacity
loss. Combining the low cost and facile scale-up synthesis of its
products, Natron Energy aims its SIB chemistry and technology at
applications including data centers, electric forklifts, and small
electrical grids. Supported by 35 million USD in Series D funding
in 2019 and 20 million USD funding from ARPA-E in 2020, Natron
Energy plans to conduct continuous efforts to increase their batter-
ies’ energy density and scale up battery production in the near
future.

4. Conclusion and perspective

As we face a social transition into greener energy and a greener
economy, increasing the penetration of renewable energy stands
out as a vital factor in realizing this ultimate object. To curb the
intrinsic intermittency of renewable energy sources and integrate
them into the current grid or the future smart grid, cost-efficient
EES is both significant and necessary. RT SIBs, as a relatively nas-
cent energy storage technology, have received considerable atten-
tion due to abundant sodium reserves and to SIBs’ electrochemical

behavior being similar to that of commercial LIBs. In terms of prac-
tical application, the cost per kilowatt-hour and the cost per cycle
life become the most important parameters. Hence, SIBs are a
promising option for EES in large-scale station or grid applications,
where size is not the first consideration.

The key challenge for SIBs is to achieve both high energy density
and a long cycle life. The excellent electrochemical performance of
a battery depends on the material science involved in its creation.
Many essential problems in state-of-the-art of SIB technology
remain to be resolved, from the cell level to commercial products
for practical applications. These have been summarized as critical
challenges in SIB chemistry and technology toward the develop-
ment of the next generation of SIBs.

4.1. Anodes

As graphite-based materials for LIBs cannot be directly used for
SIBs, alternative carbonaceous materials such as hard/soft carbon
with a low sodiation/desodiation voltage have been proposed. Thus
far, carbon-based anode materials for SIBs delivering about
300 mA�h�g�1 can be realized, which approaches the limits of their
theoretical specific capacity value. Moreover, such materials are
commonly obtained from various biomass materials and chemical
industrial byproducts; thus, they bring cost and environmental
benefits to applications for stationary and grid-scale energy stor-
age. However, the most intrinsic challenge that remains for
carbon-based anode materials is their low initial Columbic effi-
ciency, which results from solid electrolyte interface (SEI) forma-
tion with partial Na+ consumption. Improvements in the
mitigation of the initial capacity loss are urgently needed, based
on the exploitation of Na+-storage and structure–degradation
mechanisms. Manipulating the interface phases between the elec-
trolyte and electrode by the addition of sacrificial salts offers a pos-
sible solution for maximizing the initial Columbic efficiency.

4.2. Cathodes

Polyanion-type materials usually deliver a higher redox poten-
tial but lower specific capacity than oxide cathodes, due to the
inductive effect of the polyanionic units and the relatively high
molar mass. Benefitting from a robust and open framework struc-
ture, polyanions show excellent cycling stability, thermal stability,
and high safety. The drawbacks of polyanions are of their intrinsi-
cally low electronic conductivities. In addition, the use of electro-
chemically active elements such as vanadium results in increased
environmental concerns. PBAs have already demonstrated their
vast potential in the development of aqueous SIBs, thanks to their
high energy density and strong structural stability. Nevertheless,
PBAs are inconvenient for use in non-aqueous batteries because
of the inevitable existence of a certain amount of coordinated
water in the lattice, which could react with the organic electrolyte
in the system. Another disadvantage of PBA materials lies in their
synthesizing process; it is difficult for scale-up production and
manufacturing due to the potential safety hazard involved, which
includes the leakage of liberated CN– ions and the generation of
toxic waste.

In regard to layered metal oxide cathode materials, cost and
performance are the most sensitive parameters for practical SIB
applications. The selection of expensive metal elements for the
material chemistry design, such as cobalt and nickel, is truly favor-
able for increasing the energy density and overall electrochemical
performance, yet inadvertently diminishes the cost merits of SIBs.
The exploration of layered oxides that are free of cobalt and nickel
but possess equal or greater sodium-storage performance is highly
encouraged. Here, low-cost Mn-based layered oxides with high
specific capacity and adequate operating voltage stand out as
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possible contenders. A small amount of doping or substitution with
accurate regulation of the selected elements and atomic ratios to
optimize the stoichiometries can be used to significantly enhance
the performance of this family of Mn-based materials. Detailed
studies on anionic redox behavior, a reversible O2– to On– transfer,
should be carried out in order to further explain the origins of the
anomalous excess capacity and to elaborate the reasons behind the
mechanism.

Nevertheless, layered oxides still present challenges such as
moisture sensitivity and sodium deficiency, which irreparably
inhibit their practical application. Although air stability can be
realized through dry treatments during the production process,
an increase in manufacturing cost is inevitable. Innovative strate-
gies including protective layer coating, lattice doping, and/or etha-
nol washing have been demonstrated to mitigate this issue of
layered oxides. In terms of reducing the sodium deficiencies (there
is often 25%–40% Na deficiency in the stoichiometry of layered oxi-
des) and mitigating the contiguous side reaction, the use of sacrifi-
cial sodium salts has been shown to be promising. However, a
fundamental understanding of the selected salt chemistries and
the corresponding compensating mechanism is still required.

4.3. Electrolytes

Investigations into a new electrolyte system with specific for-
mulations, an optimized solvent, sodium salts, and additives are
needed. As large-scale EES applications have higher requirements
for SIBs to perform well under more restricted climatic and inter-
mittent conditions, the organic liquid electrolytes applied in SIBs
should have a wider temperature range tolerance while enabling
safe and stable cycling. Furthermore, there is still much room for
improvement in alternative electrolyte systems that have the
potential to prolong the cycling lifetime and improve safe opera-
tion. For example, the modification of ionic liquids and solid-
state electrolytes has exhibited effective results. In particular, in-
depth studies and analyses on electrolyte/electrode interface
issues are very necessary, as a stable interface between the elec-
trolyte and active particles is vital for sodium-storage perfor-
mance. Electrolyte degradation and continuous SEI growth lead
to increased interface resistance and low Columbic efficiency,
which dramatically affect the overall performance of SIBs. Design-
ing and optimizing a stable electrolyte/electrode interface is thus
highly required, in combination with the exploration of interface
reaction mechanisms by using advanced characterization
technologies.

4.4. Manufacturing process

Manufacturing-related factors are expected to play an impor-
tant role as SIBs enter the battery market and are used in large-
scale EES applications, considering their overall advantages in
material costs and energy density. First, aluminum foil can be used
as the current collector for both the cathode and anode in SIBs, as
Na+ ions do not alloy with aluminum at the anode side. The use of
an aluminum current collector in SIBs with the same capacity saves
two-thirds of the cost of the aluminum and copper collectors used
in LIBs; it not only lowers the SIB costs, but also reduces the trans-
portation risks, as SIBs can be loaded for transportation completely
discharged, at 0 V. Subsequently, it is anticipated that the develop-
ment of SIB technologies will be able to refer to the mature manu-
facturing technologies of LIBs. According to the characteristics of
SIBs, more suitable manufacturing technologies are expected to
be further optimized to meet the needs of large-scale production
in future. Finally, it is appropriate to mention the necessity for
the development of manufacturing technologies for commercial-
scale SIBs at the pack level; this will involve developing

cell-to-pack (CTP) technology, which is of great significance for
improving the energy density of the battery pack.

4.5. Industrial developments

The following issues remain to be addressed for the industrial
development of SIBs: ① Cost, performance, and safety issues
remain as key parameters for SIB development and commercializa-
tion for energy storage applications. ② Although the first-
generation commercial SIB products have already entered the
energy storage market, aiming at light mobility, SIBs are only in
a preliminary stage. To realize the stationary and/or grid storage
applications of SIBs, research efforts must shift from the academic
level toward the cell/pack level, supported by industrial invest-
ments and inputs, along with policy orientations.③ Further reduc-
ing the cost per energy density will make SIBs much more
compatible with LIBs. Next-generation SIBs should aim for the fol-
lowing targets: reaching an energy density of 220W�h�kg�1 applied
with a 200 mA�h�g�1 cathode, a 500 mA�h�g�1 carbon-based anode,
and an average output potential of 3.3 V.
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